SYSTEMS OF SINGULAR INTEGRAL OPERATORS
ON SPHERES
BY

DANIEL A. LEVINE

I. This paper has two purposes : to develop a theory of special functions for
SO («)/SO (« —2) ; and to apply it to the study of systems of singular integral
operators on Sn ~1 having specified transformation properties under the action of
rotations. The results on special functions for SO («)/SO (« - 2) enable us to classify
all "irreducible" systems and to decompose an arbitrary singular operator as a
sum of operators equivalent (modulo the smoothing operators) to an element of
one of the irreducible systems.
To motivate the study of systems of operators, and to illustrate the point of view
adopted, we ask the following question about operators on Lp(En). Which bounded
operators on each L"(En), l<p<co,
or merely on L2(En), enjoy the invariance
properties given belowi1) ?
(1) rhT=Trh for each h e En, where (rhf)(x)=f(x—h);

(2) ftA= Aft for each real number A>0, where (8nf)(x)=f(\'1x);
(3) LaT=TLa

for each rotation a, where (Laf)(x)=f(a~1x).

Conditions (1) and (2) show that (Tf)~(Ç) = m(ii)f(li), where m(f) is a homogeneous
function of degree 0, and/is the Fourier transform off. If condition (3) is satisfied
then m must be constant, and A a scalar multiple of the identity. Therefore, to
obtain a nontrivial answer we must relax at least one of the three conditions. To
discuss translation-invariant singular operators we keep (1) and (2). (Keeping (1)
and (3) leads to the theory of "variable-kernel" operators, to which we shall
return shortly.) We relax (3) by asking instead if there is a (complex) vector space
V of operators such that the action Aft» LaTL¿1 yields an (irreducible) representation a -> A0 of the rotation group SO («) on V. In other words, as an equality in V,

(3')

AaAAä1 = A0A

for each TeV and a e SO («). If û-> Aa is the trivial representation given by
A0 = 7for each a, we recover condition (3). If a -> P}a= a is the standard representation of SO («), the system spanned by the Riesz operators ft,...,
An defined by
(RifY'(Ç) = £Aè\~1f(è) satisfies (1), (2) and (3'). Moreover, as a consideration of
(A/ft(i) shows, any system satisfying (1), (2) and (3') for the standard representation must coincide with the span of the Riesz operators. As a generalization of the
Received by the editors February 18, 1969.
(*) The question and some of the discussion that follows is taken from [23, Chapter III] and
is given here to help develop the setting for considering systems of singular operators.
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two examples just given, we consider the irreducible representation a -> Rsa of
SO («) on the spherical harmonics of degree s. The system spanned by all s-fold
iterates of the Riesz operators has the required transformation properties, and is
the only one that does. In a certain sense these are enough examples for En. In
[5] it is shown that any translation-invariant singular operator T can be written
as P=2sco=o Ps> with Ts lying in the system described above for a -> Pa- Moreover,

any "variable-kernel" operator T can be written as P=2f=o A\STS,where Ts is as
before, and As is the operator given by multiplication by the bounded smooth
function as(x). In both cases the series converges in /"-operator norm.
We now pose a similar question for singular operators on S"'1. We ask which
irreducible representations R of SO («) will support a system V of operators T

satisfying
(1.1)

L/TLZ1 = RaT

for each a £ SO («). Also, for the representations that do, we ask how many
"different" ones are possible. Here the answer is different than the one sketched
above for En. To understand why, we must consider the action of SO («) on the
symbol functions. For En these are functions on the sphere S71"1 (or its Cartesian
product with En), while for S"'1 these are functions on CS(Sn~1), a compact

manifold that may be identified with SO («)/SO («-2). (See (1.2) and the remarks
on identification following (1.5).)
In §11 we investigate in detail the Fourier analysis (Peter-Weyl expansion) of a
function in L2(SO («)/SO (« - 2)). The results obtained are in close analogy to the
classical decomposition

(1.2)

L2^"-1) = 2 B„
s=0

where Hs denotes the space of restrictions to 5n_1 of homogeneous harmonic
polynomials of degree s in xu..., xn. We show that in the Peter-Weyl decomposition

(1.3)

Z2(SO(«)/SO(»- 2)) = 2 © ■*»
m

the space J^m can be realized as the restriction to the manifold

(1.4)

CS(Sn'1) = {(x,è)eEnxE^l]/l^Xxtx+---+xnL

= o}

of a space Qm of polynomials in xl5..., xB, &,..., £„ that have the desired transformation behavior (Theorem 2). It is these spaces that are used in §IV to construct
operators having specified transformation laws analogous to (1.1). We show that
the polynomials in Qm are harmonic in a sense related to the action of SO («) on
En x Pn given by (2.3), and that 2m Qm is in fact the space of all harmonic polynomials (Theorem 3). The chief difference between (1.2) and (1.3) is that while Hs
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is irreducible under the action of SO («), ¿Cmis in general a sum of more than one
irreducible subspace.
Estimates for the operator A-1, which plays a role analogous to the A"1
introduced by Calderón and Zygmund, are proved in §111.The description of A-1
in local coordinates is carried out there as well. In §IV we give definitions and pose
the problem on the existence of systems in a more precise form. We construct
canonical systems that are analogous to the examples presented above for An,
and prove a decomposition theorem of an arbitrary singular integral operator on
ipißn-v^ (Theorem 5). This decomposition theorem allows us to classify all
possible systems of singular operators transforming according to an irreducible
representation of SO («) (Theorem 6).
The contents of this paper form most of the author's doctoral dissertation,
written for Princeton University under the direction of Professor E. M. Stein.
It is with great pleasure that the debt owed him is here recorded.
Notation. Most notation will be explained as it is introduced. In general, Ek
will denote /e-dimensional Euclidean space and x = (x1,...,xk)
a point in this
space. The norm of x will be denoted by \x\. The multi-index convention for
differentiation in Ek will often be used. Thus if a = (a1,..., ak)

8xa ~ \8x)}

~ 8x\i---8x1*1'

The Fourier transform of a function / in L\Ek) or L2(Ek) will be denoted / and

defined by

(1-5)

M)=

\ f(x)e'^dx.

By SO («) we denote group of rotations in En that preserve orientation.
Identifications.
The group SO («) acts transitively on S" ~1={x e En \ \x\ = 1}by
the action x ->- ax, where a = (atj) is regarded as an « x « matrix and x as a column
vector. The fixing group of the "north pole" N=(0,...,
0,1) is a copy of SO(«- 1),
and so we have the identification Snl^SO
(«)/SO («-1). The symbol a(T) of a
singular integral operator A on V(Sn'1) is a function on the cotangent bundle
T*(Sn~1), which may be described as

A*^"-1)
where x£=x1£1+

= {(x, f) 6EnxEn | |*| = 1, x{ = 0},

■ ■+ x„ft. For each fixed x we may introduce a metric in the

fibre over x,

ft*(S'-1) = {(x, 0 £ {x}xEn\xe = 0}
by use of the norm

(1.6)

if i = (ñ+---+ñ)m,
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where £ stands for (x, $)eT}. This metric depends differentiably on x. Since it is
homogeneous and a(T) is homogeneous of degree 0 on each fibre of T*(Sn~1),
d(T) is actually determined by its value on the cosphere bundle of S71"1 (see [21]),
which may thus be written as

(1.7)

CS(S-1)

= {(x, 0e£„x

En ^

x( = 0}.

The group SO («) acts transitively on CS(Sn'1), and the fixing group of the point
(N,v0) is {(ai;) £ SO («) | ann=an_!,„_! = !}, where v0=(0,...,
0, 1, 0). Thus

CS(Sn-1) can be diffeomorphically identified with SO («)/SO («-2). When we use
the symbol CS(Sn~1) we shall always mean the manifold given by (1.7), and when

we write CS(5n"1)sSO («)/SO (n-2)

we shall regard SO («-2)

as the fixing

group of the point (A7,vQ)defined above.

The action of SO («) on SO (n)/SO («-2)

induced by g SO (n-2)^(ag)

■SO (« —2), when transferred to CS(Sn'1) by the identification described above,
becomes

(1.8)

(x, £ ^U (ax, af).

If we compute the action on r*(Sn_1) induced by the action xA- ax of SO («)
on Sn_1, the result is also (1.8). We shall rely heavily on this last remark in several
places. It may be restated as follows : if la(x) = ax, then

/*(x, 0 = (ax, a£),
where /* is the map: T^S"-1) -> Z^OS"1-1)induced by la.
Action of SO («) on operators and symbols. If T is a singular integral operator in
a suitable class, then so is LJ'Lä1. To be specific, whenever we say Tis a singular
operator we shall mean that /lies in the class CS(<S'n"1)defined by Seeley in [21].
The requirements thus imposed on T may be summarized by saying that the
transfer of T to any coordinate neighborhood U yields an operator of the form
(Tuf)(x) = a(x)f(x)+jEn_i
k(x, x-y)f(y)
dy + (Rf)(x), xeU. Here k(x, z) is to be
a Calderón-Zygmund kernel that is C° for z^O, a(x) a bounded smooth function,
and R a "smoothing" operator.
The symbols o(T) and o(LaTLäx) are related by a transformation law :

(1-9)

o(T)(x, i) = o(LaTL-a ^(ax, a$).

This transformation

law will be derived in §IV in a slightly different context
(Proposition 10).
Representations of SO (n) and integration against characters. The irreducible

representations of SO («) are in one-to-one correspondence with dominant weight
vectors m = («il5..., mk), where k = [n/2]. We require that the entries be nonnegative
integers (we shall not consider double-valued representations) satisfying mx^m2^
• • • ê«îfc^0 for « odd and mx^m^
■■■^ |«ifc| for n even. We shall denote the
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representation corresponding to the dominant weight vector m by Am. See [24] for
a brief discussion of this correspondence, or [1] or [25] for a complete discussion.
We shall have occasion to use the following easily verified fact about the characters of irreducible representations of a compact group. Let A be an irreducible
representation of the compact group G that is a subrepresentation of a representation A of G on a Hilbert space Ji?. Then the projection ttr from $f onto the closed
subspace ¿FRof <?f consisting of all the copies of irreducible spaces on which the
action of A is equivalent to that of A is given by
(1.10)

ttrv = dR\

Ja

(Lav)xR(a) da,

where dR is the degree of A and \r is its character. Here as throughout, the Haar
measure da on SO («) will be assumed to be normalized so that Js0(n) da=l.
II. We begin by recapitulating in Theorem 1 the results of the Peter-Weyl
theorem as they apply to SO («)/SO (« —2)^CS(Sn~1). Before defining the spaces
Aft and Qmthat will be used to set up a correspondence between symbol functions
and operators (in §IV), we define the notion of an SO («)-harmonic polynomial.
After showing that the restriction map to CS(Sn'1) has kernel 0 on Qm (Theorem
2), we show that the polynomials in Qm are SO («)-harmonic (Theorem 3). The
Corollary of Theorem 3 may be interpreted as explaining the fact that the restriction
map has kernel 0 on Qm.
Let A denote the left regular representation of SO («), «S3, on

A2(SO(«)/SO(«-2))

defined by (LJ)(x)=f(a~1x) forfeL2(SO («)).
Theorem 1.

(2.1)

A2(SO(«)/SO(«-2))=2©^m,
m

where each J^m is an invariant subspace such that the restriction L\Jfm = 2?210 Am,i.
7« the first sum the summation is over all dominant weights m of the form (mu m2, 0,
..., 0). 7« the second sum sm= m1— \m2\ +1 for «^4, sm= 2«i+1 for « = 3, and
Am,i are copies of the irreducible representation Rm corresponding to the dominant

weight m.
Proof. For n = 3 the statement is part of the Peter-Weyl theorem applied to the
left regular representation of SO (3) on A2(SO (3)). For «2:4 we apply the PeterWeyl theorem to conclude that A = 2m © cmRm.The coefficients cm can be computed as follows. Let Vmbe a representation space for Am.By applying the branching
theorem twice, (see [1, pp. 251-253]), first on restricting Amto SO («-1), and then
on restricting each irreducible subrepresentation of Am|S0(n_1)to SO («—2), we
see that an m1 —\m2\ + 1-dimensional subspace of Vmis left invariant by Rm\¡¡oín-2)The conclusion then follows from the Frobenius reciprocity theorem.
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We pass to the notion of a G-harmonic polynomial. The terminology and notation is from [8]. Let Kbe a finite dimensional real vector space and let S(V*)=the
polynomial functions on V. Suppose G acts on V by the action v-^-g-v. Then it
acts on V* by (g-v*)(v) = v*(g'1v), and this action can be extended to S(V*).
Now each element X e V gives rise (by parallel translation) to a vector field on
V, which we regard as a differential operator 8(X) on V. This mapping A"-> 8(X)
extends to an isomorphism of the symmetric algebra S(V) over Konto the algebra
of all differential operators on V with constant complex coefficients. We let I(V)
denote the image of the elements of S( V) invariant under the action of SO («),
and I+(V) denote the image of those elements of I(V) with zero constant term.
Definition. An element;? e S(V*) is a G-harmonic polynomial if it is annihilated
by all invariant differential operators (of positive degree) :

(2.2)

8(J)p = 0 for JeI+(V).

If we take F to be a real «-dimensional vector space with basis {8/8xx, • • •, 8/8xn},
choose the dual basis {x1;..., xn} for V* and let SO («) act on V* by x-^>ax,
where x is regarded as a column vector, then we recover the classical definition of a
harmonic polynomial in xl5 ...,xn. For our purposes we shall take G = SO(«)
and let F be a real vector space of dimension 2« with basis {8/8xx, ■.., 8/8xR,
8/8£x,. • -, d/8tjn}. We choose the dual basis {Xi,..., xn, fl5..., ¿jn}for V* and let

SO («) act on V* by the action

(2.3)

(x, 0 -^

(ax, a$).

Here x and f are to be regarded as column vectors. When we speak of a "harmonic"
polynomial mx1,...,xnt£1,...,in
it will always refer to the action (2.3) of SO («).
Eventually (Theorem 3) we shall show that the spaces P™sand Qm we are about
to define are spaces of SO («)-harmonic polynomials in the sense of the above

definition. Before beginning the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3, we write down all
the necessary definitions and give the statement of these theorems.
Let «^3, and let m = (mx, m2, 0,..., 0) be a dominant weight of the form discussed in Theorem 1. Let r and s be any two nonnegative integers such that
(2.4)

r+s

= mx + \m2\,

\m2\ ^ r ^ mx.

Let us realize R(r-°.0> on Hr(x)={(solid) homogeneous harmonic polynomials in
variables xt,..., xn of degree r, complex coefficients}, and similarly, let us realize
R(s,°.0)
on Hs(£)={(solid) homogeneous harmonic polynomials in variables
f!,..., f„ of degree s, complex coefficients}. Then Hr(x) <8>Hs($) can be regarded
as a vector space of polynomials p(x, f) such that p(tx, wf) = t nusp(x, f). The
tensor product R(r-°.0> <g>Rls-°.0> acts on Hr(x) (g) Hs(¿j), but not irreducibly.
Lemma 1. Let r and s be nonnegative integers with s^r. LetRx denote the irreducible
representation of SO («) corresponding to the dominant weight (X, 0,..., 0) and let
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RAi-A2denote the one corresponding to the dominant weight (A1;A2,0,..., 0). Then
for « 2:4 the tensor product breaks down as follows into irreducible representations,

each with multiplicity 1:
Rr $ As = Ar + S © Ar + S"2 ©• • •© Ar"s
@Rr
(

}

+ s-l.l@Rr

+ s-3.1

@...

©•••
© Ar-S.

This decomposition is given in [15, p. 276], for the group 0(n). All the representations on the right side of (2.5) remain irreducible on restriction to SO («), provided
n#4. If « = 4, the irreducible representation AAi,Jv2
(A2>0) of 0(4) decomposes as
AAi-A2© AAi'"A2on restriction to SO (4). See [1, pp. 96 ff. and p. 262].
We notice that under the restrictions (2.4) on r and s the representation Am
occurs exactly once on the right side of (2.5). For such r and s we are in a position

to make the following
Definition. The space A™sis the irreducible subspace of A7r(.x)® Hs(0 (regarded as polynomials in xu ..., xn, ft,...,
ft) consisting of vectors transforming
according to Am under the action (2.3) of SO («).
Summing over r and s satisfying (2.4) we have the

Definition. For «2:4,

(2.6)

Qm=

2

®P?.°-

r + s = mi + |m2l ; |m2l £r^m\

We note that there are sm=m1 —|«i2| + l irreducible summands in (2.6). For« = 3
we shall adopt a modification that will have sm=2«i+1 terms. See (2.14).
Let us recall the expression (1.7) for CS(Sn~1) as well as the remarks made
afterwards about the identification of CS(Sn~1) and SO («)/SO («-2).

Theorem 2. Aer « 2:4 and m = (m1, m2, 0,..., 0) be a dominant weight. The space
Qm defined by (2.6) is mapped by the restriction map to CS(Sn'1) into

Mm = £2(SO («)/SO (n-2)).
The restriction map commutes with the action of SO («) induced on each of these
spaces by (2.3). Furthermore, the restriction map has kernel 0 on Qm and carries Qm
onto J4?m.
Theorem 3. Let «2:3. The space H(V*) of SO (n)-harmonic polynomials in
C[xu ..., xn, ft,...,
ft] under the action (2.4) coincides with the (algebraic) direct
sum
(mi.m2.0.0)

Here C[xu ..., xn, ft,...,

nomials in Xi,..., xn, ft.ft.

ft] denotes the ring of complex coefficient poly-
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Corollary.
If h is an SO (n)-harmonic polynomial that vanishes on CS(Sn~1),
then « is the zero polynomial.

Remark. For the Corollary in a much more general setting see [12].
The proofs of these statements will occupy most of the remainder of this chapter.
After the proof of Theorem 2 we shall introduce the modifications necessary in the
definition of Qm for the case « = 3. Theorem 4 will give the results for « = 3 corresponding to Theorem 2, whose proof we now begin.
If a £ C[xx, ...,xn,£i,...,

£„], we define the polynomial qa by
qa(x, 0 = q(a-1x,a~1i).

Let CS stand for CS(Sn'1), and let Resm denote the restriction map to CS
for polynomials in Qm. Then if L is the left regular representation discussed in

Theorem 1,
9a les = La(q\os),

so that restriction to CS commutes with the action of SO («), and hence Resm
carries Qminto 3tm. Since Qmand Jfm have the common dimension sm=«i1 —|w2| +1
as complex vector spaces, Theorem 2 will be proved once we show that the kernel
of Resm is zero.
To do this we shall use the following two propositions, which we prove at the
end of this chapter, using the methods of algebraic geometry. Let S denote the
ring C[xx, ...,x„, &,..., £,].
Proposition 1. Let « â 2 and letqeS be any polynomial that vanishes on CS(S n" *).
Then there are polynomials A, B, C in S such that

(2.7)
Proposition

q = /i(|x|2-l) + 2?(|f|2-r) + Cxf.
2. The vector space homomorphism <f>:S ® S ® S^- S defined by

<f>(A,
B, C) = A\x\2 + B\Ç\2+ CxÇ has as its kernel the ideal in S generated by the
three elements
(|f|2, -|x|2,0),

(x{,0,

-\x\2),

(0,x|,-|i|2).

If a lies in the kernel of Resm, we apply Proposition 1 to it. Writing A, B and C
as a sum of homogeneous polynomials :

(2.8)

A = 2 Aj,
1=0

B=2B„
1=0

C = 2 Cj
1=0

and substituting the resulting expression (2.8) into (2.7) yields, on equating terms
of equal homogeneity :
As\x\2 + Bs\t\2 + Csx{ = 0

As-2\x\2 + Bs-2\è\2 + Cs.2xZ-As-Bs

(2.9)

= 0

■ ■ •
Ap_2\x\2 + Bp^2\£\2 + Cp-2x£-Ap-Bp

= q

A0 + B0 = 0,
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where p denotes the total homogeneity m: + \m2\ of q. Applying Proposition 2 to
the top line of (2.9) yields As = as_2\tj\2+ßs_2xC,

Bs=-as_2\x\2

+ ys-2x£. (Here

we may assume as_2, ft_2, ys-2 are homogeneous of degree s—2.)
Substituting into the second equation of (2.9) yields
(2.10)

(ft-2 + «s-2)|^|2 + (ft-2-«s-2)|f|2

+ (C5_2-ft-2-ys_2)^

- 0.

Applying Proposition 2 to (2.10) yields
ft-2 + <*s-2 = «S-4|f|2+ft-4-Xft
ft-2-«s-2

= -as-i\x\2+ys-ixÇ.

We can now substitute these expressions into the third equation of (2.9), and so on,
until we arrive at the equation
Ap + Bp = «p_2\C\a-ap_2\x\2

+ (ßp-2 + yp-2)xC,

where ap_2, ft_2 and yp_2 are homogeneous of degree p-2.
equation in (2.9) involving terms of homogeneity p,

(2.11)

But then, from the

q = a\x\2 + b\t\2 + cxÇ,

where a, b and c are homogeneous of degree p —2.
Definition. Let Am be the irreducible representation of SO («), « 2:3, whose
highest weight is (mu m2,..., mk). The richness of A"1and of m is
\m\ = \mx\ +-\-\mk\.

It is easy to show that if |/w| =r, then Rm occurs as a subrepresentation of <g»rstn
acting on <g)rAn, where stn denotes the standard representation a -*■a of SO («)
acting as rotations on An. See [24]. We shall use a converse of this fact:
Lemma 2. Any subrepresentation of ®r stn has richness at most r.
The proof is a simple argument by induction, using the fact that
irreducible representation of richness t, then A ® stn breaks up into
representations whose richness is at most t+l. See the discussion
composition in [24].
It follows from Lemma 2 and the use of the identification mentioned
Lemma 1 that in the decomposition into irreducible subspaces of

if A is an
irreducible
of Cartan

just before

ft = {P e S'\ degree p ^ t}
under the action q —>qa of SO («) none of the irreducible representations
occur has richness exceeding t.
Now it follows from the projection formula (1.10) that

(2.12)

q(xA) = dA

J SO (n)

qg(xA)xm(g)dg.

that
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Substituting the expression (2.11) on the right side of (2.12) we obtain

q(x, i) = dm\x\2
,r. n.

ag(x, 0Xm(g) dg+dm\Ç\2
JsO(n)

(2.13;

+ dm\x\2

bg(x, Oxm(g) dg
JsO(n)

JsO(n)

cg(x, Oxm(g) dg.

But each of the integrals on the right must be zero, since the richness of Rm is
p = degree a, while a, b and c lie in Sp_2. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
The case « = 3 is atypical in that the multiplicity of Hr in 3^r is 2r+\. Let us
consider first the example of R1, which occurs three times in L2(SO (3)). We may
realize it in two "different" ways on Hx(x) and Hx(i) respectively. The proof of
Theorem 5.2 applies so far. To find the "other" realization we use the fact that for
« = 3 the adjoint representation "degenerates" into the standard representation
R1. Guided by the construction performed for the adjoint representation in the
case «2:5 (for «=4 the adjoint representation is not irreducible), we look at
Hx(x) ® Hx(£) and select the three dimensional space spanned by the polynomials
Xi£2-x2£i, Xií3 —x3fi, X2Í3—x3£2.Here we resort to using polynomials of degree
2 to get all the representations we need.

The Clebsch-Gordan formula for SO (3) is
Rr ®RS

= «r+s©JRr+s-1

®---®Rr-s

forO^s^r
(see (2.5)). To get all the spaces we need for Rm we allow r and s to be
nonnegative integers such that O^s^r^m
and r+s is either m or «i + l. This
determines 2«z-|-1 products that contain Rm acting on a space P^s^Hr(x) <g)HS(Ç).
Definition. For « = 3 and m £ 0, set

(2.14)

ßm=

2
Oúserúm:r

©^rmS©
+s=m

2

Oásarámjr+

®P™°s = m +1

Note that the total homogeneity of any polynomial in the first sum of (2.14) is
exactly one less than that of any polynomial in the second.
Theorem 4. For « = 3 the space Qm is mapped by the restriction map to CS(S2)
into the space 3^m. The restriction map commutes with the action of SO (3) on both
spaces. Furthermore, the restriction map to CS(S2) has kernel 0 on Qm and carries
Qm onto œm.

Proof. The demonstration repeats that of Theorem 2 until one considers the
analogue of the equations (2.7) and (2.9). Now q is no longer homogeneous, but
as we have just remarked, it is the sum of two homogeneous pieces qx and q2 that
differ by 1 in their total homogeneity. Considering separately the terms of odd and
even homogeneity in (2.7), we obtain two sets of equations analogous to (2.9).
By the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 2 we show that both qx and q2
are identically zero.
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Proof of Theorem 3. Suppose first that « > 3, and let q e Qm. It is a homogeneous
polynomial, of degree p say. Since S(V*) = I(V*)H(V*) (see [8]),

(2.15)

q^h + ^rA,

where « and each «, are harmonic polynomials and the r¡ are invariant polynomials.
(We may assumep>0, since the case/? = 0 is trivial.)
Since SO («) acts by linear substitutions, it is easy to see that if r is an invariant
polynomial so is each of its homogeneous terms. Dually, if D is an invariant
differential operator, so is each term of fixed order (that is, each homogeneous
part). Hence if « is harmonic each term in the expression of « as a sum of homogeneous polynomials must be annihilated by each invariant differential operator D.
Hence we may assume that in (2.15) « is homogeneous of degree p = degree q,
while each of the «¡ appearing has homogeneity strictly less than p. Now we may
apply the projection formula (1.10) to q. The resulting expression (2.12) becomes

(2.16)

q(x, f) = ft f

J SO (n)

ha(x,è)Xm(d)
da+ 0.

The integrals of the «¡ are 0 by the same argument as in Theorem 2, since their
degree is lower than that of q. Finally, by applying any invariant differential
operator under the integral sign, the right hand side of (2.16) is seen to be harmonic.
If « = 3, we write q=qi+q2, where qx is homogeneous of odd degree and q2 is
homogeneous of even degree. The argument above may be carried out for each
separately. (We observe that there are no invariant polynomials of odd degree.

See [25, p. 32].)
Now let «ft, $) be any SO («)-harmonic polynomial. As we have shown above,
each homogeneous term of « is harmonic. Let us therefore assume that « is homogeneous of degree k, and show that « is a finite sum « = 2 <7m,where qm e Qm.

We begin by writing « = 2 ft+ft>
(2.17)

ft = ft

JsO(n)

where the sum is finite and

haXm(a)da = ft

JsO(n)

(hm)aXm(a)da,

while for each m the similar integral taken for ft vanishes.
Let us temporarily fix m = (m1, m2, 0,..., 0) and consider «m. Substituting tx for
x and t$ for f in the last equation shows that ft is homogeneous of degree k.
Its restriction to CS(Sn~1) is in 3tfm,and so there is a polynomial qm in Qm that
agrees with ft on CS(Sn~1). Let us denote the homogeneity of qm (or in the case

« = 3, that of the piece whose homogeneity has the same parity as k) by p. By Lemma
2 we must have p^ k. Since hm—qmvanishes on CS(Sn~1), we can, as in the proof
of Theorem 2, obtain the equations
As\x\2 + Bs\è\2 + Csxè

(2 18)
K'

'

hm-qm=

+As-2\x\2 + Bs-2\£\2 + Cs^2xÇ-A5-Bs+--+Ak_2\x\2

+ Bk_2\t\2+Ck„2xt-Ak-Bk+---

+ Ap_2\x\2 + Bp_2\t\2 + Cp-2xè-Ap-Bp+

■■-.
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If p=k, the argument following equations (2.9) may once again be applied to
show that hm—qmis the zero polynomial. If p<k, we use a similar recursion
argument to obtain
(2.19)

«m = (Ak-2 + ak_2)\x\2

+ (Bk_2-ak_2)\Z\2

+ (Ck-2-ßk-2-yk_2)xt

Since S(V*) is the direct sum of H(V*) and the ideal in S(V*) generated by I+(V*),
the invariant polynomials of positive degree, «m is the zero polynomial.
Finally, let us deal with the harmonic polynomial «i = « —2 wm-It is homogeneous
of degree k. Since for each m and each (x, g) e CS(Sn~1)
dm[

(h1)(a-1x,a-1Oxm(a)da

= 0,

the polynomial «x vanishes on CS(Sn'1). We may now write equations analogous
to (2.18) with hm—qmreplaced by hx. A recursion argument like the one following
equations (2.9) leads to an equation similar to (2.19), and so as above, hx is the
zero polynomial. Thus any harmonic polynomial « is a finite sum « = 2m <7m>
with
qm 6 Qm-

The Corollary to Theorem 3 is proved by writing any harmonic polynomial «
as « = 2im with qm e Qm. If « vanishes on CS(Sn~1), so does each qm, since {3tfm}

is an orthogonal family. But by Theorem 2, this means that each qmis identically 0.
The proof of Proposition 1 proceeds with the use of some elementary notions
and theorems in algebraic geometry (over the field of complex numbers), and of
the celebrated Hilbert Nullstellensatz. We begin with a brief summary of the facts
that will be used. If A'is a field, let K[Xx,. ■., Xn] denote the ring of polynomials in
indeterminates

Xx,...,

Xn.

Let A be a ring with unit (usually a polynomial ring over a field, some quotient
of one, or a localization of such). An ideal / is prime in A if and only if A/I is an
integral domain, and maximal if and only if A/1 is a field.
If A is a quotient ring of C[Xx,..., Xn] and «z is a maximal ideal in A, then A/m
is isomorphic to C (see [19, p. 5]).
If / is an ideal in K[XX,. ■■, Xn], the locus (or variety) of / in Kn is the set of all
points (xx,...,

xn) e Kn such that/(x1(...,

xn) = 0 for each fin

I. A variety in Kn

is the locus in Kn of some ideal of K[XX,..., Xn]. A variety is irreducible if it is
not the union of proper varieties. Since C is algebraically closed, the ideal / of all
polynomials that vanish on V, the locus of an ideal / in C[X1}. ■., Xn] is prime if

and only if V is irreducible.
The dimension d of the locus of a prime ideal / in C[Xlt..., Xn] is the transcendence degree of C[Xlt..., Xn]/I over C. This is equal to the dimension of the
variety of / as a manifold (at its nonsingular points).
If / is an ideal in C[XU ..., Xn] its radical y/I is the set of all polynomials /
such that feel for some positive integer e. By the Hilbert Nullstellensatz, if / is
any ideal in C[Xlt..., Xn], then the set of all polynomials / in C[Xy,..., Xn]
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that vanish on the variety of I is exactly the ideal \/I. (This uses the fact that C is
algebraically closed.)
For proofs and more discussion see [9, pp. 1-7], [13], or [27, pp. 160-168 of

Vol. II].
We shall be interested in the polynomial ring S=C[xx, ..., xn, ft,...,

ft]. By

(p,q,...)
we shall mean the ideal in S generated by (p,q,...).
The next two
lemmas will allow us to apply the Hilbert Nullstellensatz to any polynomial q that
vanishes on CS(Sn~1).

Lemma 3. The locus in C2n of each of the ideals 7n= (|;c|2—1, |f|2 —l,xf) and
A„= (|x|2-

1, \i\2 —1) is connected.

Proof sketch. The complex locus of 7n consists of points (zu ..., zn,wu ...,
in C2n satisfying the equations

(2.20)

z?+---+z2

= 1,

w\+---+wl

= 1,

z1w1+--.-l-znwn

wn)

= 0.

By setting z¡■= x¡ + iy¡, w^^ + irjj we see that CS(Sn~1) can be identified with the
"real locus" of the three generating polynomials, i.e., those points (zx,..., zn,
wu ..., wn) such that for each7=1,...,
« we have y¡=0 and %=0. Let us solve
equations (2.20) for (say) zlt wx and w2 in terms of z2,..., z„, w3,..., wn. We can

then define a curve in the complex locus starting from an arbitrary point
(z°,..., z°,w°,..., w°) to some point on the real locus as follows : we let the
imaginary parts of z2,..., zn, w3,...,wn tend to zero one at a time. Then we can
let the numbers xu ..., xn, ft,...,
ft vary so that the resulting values of zx, wx
and w2 are real. We omit details of the (double-valued) solutions and the precautions that must be taken (including relabeling if necessary) to avoid vanishing
denominators. See [14] for these details. Since the real locus is connected, and any

point in the complex locus can be connected by a path to a point on the real locus,
the complex locus is connected.
The proof for /„ is simpler.
Lemma 4(2). Aei «2^3. If a polynomial in S vanishes on the real locus of

(|xj«-l,|*|»-!,x0
i« A2n, then it vanishes on the complex locus (2.20) of this ideal.

Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 3, we set zj = xj + iyj, w^^ + i-Ojand regard
the real locus as those points such that y¡ = 0, in,= 0. Let x° = (V2/2, -\/2/2, 0,..., 0),

f°=(V2/2, -V2/2, 0, ...,0),

and solve the equations (2.20) near (jc°,f°) to

obtain
/22n

Zl = ^(z2> • • • >z")>
wk = >l>k(z2,
...,zn,w3,...,

wn),

k = 1,2,

(2) The author would like to thank Dr. Pierre Samuel for suggesting the use of this lemma
as well as for sending him the proof, due to A. Weil, given for Lemma 6.
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where </>,<pxand </*2are analytic single-valued functions of their arguments for
\z2-\/2/2\ <8, \z¡\<8, \wj\ <8,j^3.
It can be easily verified that if z3 is close to
V2/2 and real, and z3,..., zn, w3,..., wn are close to zero and real, then the corresponding values of zx, wu w2 obtained from (2.21) will also be real.
Iff is any polynomial in S, then for (z, w) close to (x°, £°) we may write

(2.22) f(z, w) = f(</>x,
z2,..., zn, fa, fa, w3,..., wn) = 2 cM2 ■■■^w^
where a = (a2,...,

an) and ß = (ß3, ■. -, ß„) are multi-indices.

• • • wg»,

But each cj in (2.22)

can be computed by taking derivatives on the right side along real axes, i.e., along
the x2,.. -, xn, £s,...,(n
axes. But iff vanishes on the real locus, all such derivatives
must be zero, by the remark at the end of the last paragraph. Hence iff vanishes
on the real locus it vanishes for all points on the complex locus distant (in C2n)
from (x°, f°) less than some positive number e.
To complete the proof we note that the Jacobian

(2.23)

J = W-l.|g|3-l.*3
o(Xx, . . ., X„, fi, . . ., fn)

has rank 3 at every point of the complex locus, so that the locus is an analytic
manifold. Since this analytic manifold is connected (Lemma 3) any analytic
function /that vanishes on an open set of it vanishes identically on it.
At this point we can apply the Hilbert Nullstellensatz to obtain (2.7) with q
replaced by a positive integral power qe. The following lemma allows us to assert
that e can be taken to be 1, thus completing the proof of Proposition 1.
Lemma 5. 77ze ideals In andJn of Lemma 3 are each prime for «2:2.

Proof. Since Vn, the locus in C2n of In, is a connected analytic manifold (see
proof of Lemma 4), it must be an irreducible variety, for if Vn were reducible there
would be two polynomials / and g such that fg vanishes identically on Vn, but
neither / nor g does. In this case, some nonempty open set in Vn would be the
union of the zero sets of/and g, each of which, however, is 2« —4 dimensional.
Since Vn is irre'ducible, its ideal, which by the Hilbert Nullstellensatz is \/In, is
prime. Lemma 6 together with the remarks after (2.23) shows that /= y/I.
The proof for Jn is similar.

Lemma 6. Let k be an algebraically closed field and I an ideal in k[Xx,..., Xn]
whose radical ^1 is a prime ideal of dimension d. Suppose the Jacobian matrix
(dFj/SXi) of the generators Fx, ■■■, Fn-d of I is of rank n —dat each zero of I in kn.

Then 1= y/I.
Proof. It must be shown that the affine coordinate ring A = k[Xx,...,
= k[x, .., xn] has no nilpotent elements.

Xn]/I
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The A-module of differential forms D = Q.A/kis the yi-module defined by the
generators dx¡ and the relations

2^(x)dXi
i

=0

l

for each Fe I. The hypothesis on the rank of the Jacobian implies that if m is a
maximal ideal of A, then A/m ®A D is a vector space of dimension d over the
field A/m. (Since k is algebraically closed A/m is actually isomorphic to A:.)
For a fixed maximal ideal m of A, let A' denote the local ring

Am= {fig \ fige A, g em},
and let m! denote its maximal ideal mA'. Since «i is maximal A/m = A'/m' (=k),
and hence (by the localization of modules of differentials)
A/m ®AD = (A'/m') ®A. £ft./k.

But there is a canonical isomorphism: m/m'2 -^-(A'/m') ®A. &A'ik-(See [6, exposé
17, No. 3, Theorem 5].) Hence the dimension of m'/m'2 over A'/m' is d, so that A'
is (a regular local ring and in particular is) an integral domain [6, exposé 17, No. 1,
Theorem 1 and Theorem 2].
Since each Am is a reduced ring, and the canonical homomorphism

A -> nmmaxAm

is injective [2, Chapter II, Section 3, No. 3, Corollary 2 of Theorem 1] it follows
that A is a reduced ring.
Remark. The proof of Lemma 6 given above involves the notion of a regular
local ring. For a discussion see either [6] or [27, Vol. II, pp. 301-302].

Lemma 7. For «2:3 the ideal (\x\2, |£|2) is prime in S.
Proof. This follows from the fact that (\x\2) is prime in C[xu ..., xn] and (\£\2)

is prime in C[ft,...,

ft]. See [13, p. 86],

Proof of Proposition 2. The ideal the three elements generate is easily seen to

be contained in the kernel. Let (A, B, C) lie in the kernel. If C^O then CxÇ e
(\x\2, |£|2)£ft
and in ft,...,

while x£ does not lie in this ideal (since it is linear in xx,..., xn
ft). But by Lemma 7 the ideal (|x|2, |£|2) is prime in S, and so

C=-ß\x\2-y\e\2
forß,yeS.
Hence (A-ßx£)\x\2 + (B-yx£)\{\2 = 0, and since \x\2 is irreducible in ft and
\i\2 does not divide it,
B—yxi; = —a\x\2 for a £ 5.
Thus (A-ßx0\x\2

= *\x\2\£\2 and so A = a\$\2+ßxl

III. To construct singular operators we shall start with differential operators,
and compose them with suitable powers of A-1, where —A2 approximates the
Laplacian on Sn~l. These powers of A-1 will be considered in connection with
the function spaces L%(Sn'1) for 1 <p<co and /cany integer. See [21] for a definition
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of these spaces in terms of a partition of unity {<£¡}.For each k, Ll=Ll(Sn~1)
is a reflexive Banach space that is isomorphic to V(Sn~1). If A:2:0, then the space
of C°° functions is dense in Vk. It is not hard to show that any norm for L%arising
from a partition of unity as in [21] is equivalent to the norm

(3-D

ii/iu = { 2 iiA1,...,Aft/nd1,P,

where the summation is over all «-fold iterates of standard basis elements
Dij=xi(8/dXj) —Xj(8/8xi) of Sn, the Lie algebra of SO («). The measure used in
defining |/||P,o= ll/L is da, the (unique) rotation invariant measure normalized
so that js»-i d(7=«)n.1, the surface area of S"-1.
Definition. Let r be a nonnegative integer. We say that T is smoothing of order
r on /"(S"1-1) if for all integers k, Tis continuous: Ll(Sn-1)^L^+r(Sn-1).
If no
particular p is mentioned it is assumed that this holds for each p with 1 <p<oo.
Proposition

3. Let T: C'°(Sn-1)^Ca'(Sn-1)

be an operator that commutes

with the action La of SO (n) on C^S"1"1). Suppose that T is bounded: V^-L".
Then
(a) For any D e Sn, TD = DTon C'a(Sn-1);
(b) T is smoothing of order 1 if and only if for any D e Sn DT is bounded: V -+V;
(c) T is smoothing of order rS: 1 if and only if for any r-fold iterate D of elements

of Sn, DT is bounded: Lv -> L?.
Proof sketch. Conclusion (a) follows immediately from

(3.2)

(Df)(x) = lim r ^(exp tDx) -f(x)},
t-»o

since / commutes with rotations.
If T is bounded : Lvk->-Lvk+xfor each k, then taking k=0 and using (3.1) in the
definition of a smoothing operator shows DT is bounded V -»>V. For the converse

we use the fact that if «á/c+l,
(3-3)

DhDi2 ■- - DihTf = DhT(Di2 ■■■Dih)f

Thus ||DhT(Dl2■■■Dihf)\\p± C,! Di2■■■DtJ\9< C,\\f\\VJa and summing over Mold
iterates with 0 ^ « ^ k +1 yields the desired estimate. Part (c) is proved analogously.
Let Pr(t) denote the Poisson kernel
—!-(l-/-2)(l-2rr-r-r2)-n'2
wn-l

for S"'1. We define the operator A"1 on Ce0(Sn-1) by

(3.4)

(A~1f)(x)=

¡n iK(x-y)f(y)dy,
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where

(3.5)

K(t)=

-^Pr(t)dr.

Proposition 4. The operator A'1 is bounded: L"(Sn~1)^
If ft e A7S,the spherical harmonics of degree s, then

(3.6)

A-iYs=

LP(Sn"x)for 1 ^pgco.

-YJ(s+l).

Proof. The first statement follows from Holder's inequality and the fact that
for each x, K(x-y) is an L1(Sn'1) function of y such that K(axay)=K(x-y).
(In
fact, A-1 is given as a convolution on the sphere, regarded as a homogeneous
space of SO («), with an A1 function.)

If ft is in A7S,then
(3.7)

f

Pr(xy)Ys(y)dy

= r°Ys(x).

(See [3] or [22] for a discussion of spherical harmonics in « dimensions.) Interchanging the order of integration and letting p —y1 in the formula

i{l-^x-y)Uy)dy}dp = ^riY'
that follows from (3.7) establishes (3.6).
Proposition

5. Aw l</?<oo

and k an integer, the operator A-1 is bounded:

IKS-1)-*«^--1).
Proof. By Proposition 3, it is sufficient to show that if Ay is a standard basis

element of ft, then AyA-1 is bounded: L" -►Ap. Since AaA_1 = A_1Aa and
AoAift"1 = adja (Do) = 2

akia„Dkl,

k<l

we have

(3.8)

LaAyA-^ä1 = 2 akiatiDklA-\
k<l

Let (7 be any open set containing N=(0,...,
0, 1), and let/be any C^OS"-1)
function supported in aU={ax \ x e U}. Then for any basis element Ay of ft and
fa = ft/ (which is supported in U),

(3.9)

IlAyA"VII«.
= HA»AyA"
xL~a
%||„= J <hfiuDnAr%
*<!

< nín^O Max ijDs¡A-i/o||p.
Hence it is sufficient to show that || A_y||Pil S C \\f\\p for C00functions/supported
in some small open set of S71"1

ft

— "Í(xi, • • ■, xn)

xf + .. .+X%=1
l-e<

xnál
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where e>0 can be any fixed positive number. In fact, we shall prove the corresponding inequality for local coordinates x = (xl5..., x,,^) e En_x for Ue
gotten by projecting a point x e Uc onto the equatorial plane x„ = 0. If t = x-y
= XiV1+ • • • +xnyn, we may write t = t(x,y)
for |x|2 = x?+■ ■•+x2_!
and

|J'|2=Ji+

■• • +yl-i small (this makes / close to 1).

Lemma 8. The kernel K(t) given by (3.5) may be written as

K(t) = an(l-t)-<n-2)l2-co-lx

(3.10)

f (l-r2)(l-/-n-4)(l-2/7

i
+ (jz¿)

+ r2)-'"2aV

J°

wn-i Ç rn-i(l-2rt

+ r2f2-n)l2dr.

Proof. Differentiation of both sides establishes the following identity given in

[16], valid for y> -1:
¡•r

(3.11)

Jo

„2A + 1

t2\\-t2)(\-2at

+ t2)-Á~2

dt = -—r(l-2ar

X+1

+ r2)-Á-1

-^-r
C t2*(l-2at + t2)-A-1dt.
A+l Jo

Writing
Pr(t)

= cü-}1rn-i(l-r2)(l-2rt

+ r2)-nl2 + oj-}1(l-rn-i)(l-r2)(l-2rt

+ r2)"

n/2

integrating from 0 to 1 with respect to r and applying (3.11) yields (3.10), with
a»=-2«-»>'a<0n--1i(2//i-2).
Let us rewrite (3.10) as

(3.12)

K(t) = an(\-t)-^-^2

+ A(t) + B(t).

For i#l both kernels A(t) and B(t) can be differentiated under the integral sign
with any operator Dij = xi(8/8xj) —xj(8/8xi), or a similar one in the y variables.
Since such operators span the tangent plane at any point of Ue, we may estimate
the gradient Vf>, of A or B (with respect to differentiation in local coordinates) in
terms of derivatives given by the Lie algebra. A simple estimate of such dérivâtes
shows that if r(x, y) denotes one of the kernels A(t(x, y)) or B(t(x, y)), then r(x, y)
is C°° for x^y and for |x| and \y\ small
(3.13)

r(x,y)

= 0(\x-y\-»

+a),

VMr(Jc,j?) = 0(\x-y\

~n +2).

Now if (Rf)(x) = J"r(x, y)f(y) dy, it follows from the mean-value theorem
together with (3.13) and Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem that (8l&x/)Rf
(i= 1,...,«— 1) is given by a kernel k(x, y) satisfying

\k(x, y)\ dx = 0(1)

uniformly in v,

|A:(x,y)\ dy = 0(1)

uniformly in x.

(3.14)
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Lp(Ue) ->LP(UE), and hence, A/is

bounded: LP(U£)-»■Af(ft). See [15, p. 59].
Remark. In the proof of Proposition 8 we shall show that A(t) and B(t) in
(3.12) give operators that are actually smoothing of order 2. (The proof will use
the result that A-1 is smoothing of order 1.)
To complete the proof of Proposition 6 we now show that the first term in (3.12),
which we denote by Kx(t), gives a bounded operator: Lp(Ue) -»■LP(US). In fact

(3.15)

Ut(x,y))=

-(2/(n-2))to;_\Q(x,y)\x-y\-»+2,

where
(3.16)

Q(x,y)

= 2i2-n)l2(l-ty2-")l2\x-y\n-2

is C°° for x=£y and satisfies

(3.17)

limg(ftj)

= ^-2.

Now the function Q2lin~2)= \\x—y\l(l —t)~x is for \x—y\ <\ an analytic function
of the variables Zj=x¡—y¡ (j=l,...,«—
1). By using the Riemann removable
singularities theorem for the function </>j(z,)obtained by setting all the z's other
than z¡ equal to 0 we see that in fact g2'«"-2' ¡s an analytic function whose real
part is bounded away from 0 for |jc| < 1 -S. Hence Q(x,y) is actually C°° for all
x, y. Let us write

G m

Q(x,y) = Q'(x,x-y)

K■ '

= xr2 + a1(x)\x-y\+a2(x)\x-y\2+--+an_2(x)\x-y\»-2

+ b(x,y)\x,y\»-\

where each af and b are bounded C00 functions with compact support. Substituting
this expression into (3.15) and using (3.5) we see that since <o~}1—\T(\n)'n~ill2)n,
(3.19)

Kx(t(x,y))

= xr2(2-«)-1r(«/2)7T-'l'2|jc-j|-',

+ 2 + /-,

where r(x, y) gives rise to an operator A that is bounded: LP(US) ->L?2(UE). (See
[15, p. 59].) The first term in (3.19) gives in coordinates x for ft the operator
x1~2Aë1 defined by

a*/=/|(4)/v,
(3.20)
(RJ)(X) = - ÍV(%-"'2 lim f

f(y)(X.-y.)\X-y\-n

¿y.

(See [21, p. 662].)
Since ft has compact closure, A¿"1 is bounded: LP(V) ->L\(V), where Kis the
domain of the coordinates x for ft. This concludes the proof.
We remark that a simpler proof would show that A given by r in (3.19) is
smoothing of order 1 on ft, but for the proof of Proposition 8 we need the fact
that it is smoothing of order 2. Also, it is possible to arrive at a similar inequality
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without using complex variable theory by suitable use of Taylor's theorem after
transforming the expression (3.16) for Q(x, y).
The invariant Laplacian on S""1 is given by A = 2i<¿ D%. In terms of its action
on spherical harmonics, AYS= -s(s + n-2)Ys if Yse Hs. (See [7, pp. 385-389 and
p. 397] as well as [3] and [26, pp. 61-63].) Using A we can define the inverse to
A-1 by

(3.21)

A = -AA~1 + (n-4)I+(3-n)A~1.

A simple computation

shows that if Ys e Hs

(3.22)

AYS=

-(s+\)Ys,

so that A and A-1 are inverse to each other on C°°(Sn~1).
But it follows from Proposition 5 and the fact that A is bounded:

L^ +2-^L%
that A is bounded: Lk+1 —>L?for £2:0. Since the dual of Lg is LLk for 1 <p<cc
and q=pl(p-i),
we obtain analogous results for k<0. We may summarize by
stating

Proposition 6. For all integral k and 1 <p<co, the map A-1 is an isomorphism:
Lg(Sn_1) -> Lg-nOS"1-1). Its inverse is A given by (3.21) or (3.22).

Thus A-1 bears a good analogy to (1 + A£)_1, where A^1 is defined by (3.20).
Definition.

The multiplier on spherical harmonics determined by the sequence

{As}s°i0of complex numbers is the operator /defined
We shall often denote this operator by (As). Thus,

A"1 = -1/(5+1),

by TYS = XSYSif Ys e Hs.

A = (s(s+n-2)).

Proposition
7. The multiplier on spherical harmonics (l/(s+1)—l/(s
bounded: L^(S n ~x) -> L%+2(S n~x) for all integral k and all complex X.

+ 2)) is

Proof. We consider only the case k = 0. The case £2:0 follows from a duality
argument. Expanding l/(x+A) in a power series in l/(x+ 1) and setting x = s gives

(3.23)

1

1

_!___!_

"

= (i+1)-2 2 (i-Ay-(s+i)-

with convergence absolute and uniform for fixed A and s 2:1. We may restrict

consideration to s 2:1 since the operator sending/to J*s>.-ifda is smoothing of all
orders. In view of Proposition 5 it is enough to show for sä 1 the infinite series in
(3.23) gives rise to a bounded operator on Lp(Snl). It is sufficient to show that
for some integer N (which may depend on A) 2w + i (1 -A)i+1(l/(s+l))y gives rise
to a bounded operator on V.
Let Ps(x-y) be the zonal harmonic of degree s normalized so that Ps(l) = l.
(See [3] or [7] for a discussion.) Then the kernel (l/wn_x) 2? dscsPs(xy) gives rise
to the multiplier on spherical harmonics determined by the sequence {cs}. (Here ds

denotes the dimension of Hs.) For example, setting cs = rs yields the Poisson kernel.
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If cs = 0(s~nl2), then the kernel written down above is an A2 function of y for each

fixed x. This follows from J"A2 dx=l/ds, Parseval's theorem, and the estimate
ds —0(sn~2). (See [5] for the last.) If we choose N so large that uniformly in s 2:1

J (i-Ay+i(s+i)-'ú

en-

tilen the operator it gives rise to will be given by a kernel KN(x-y) that is an A2
function of j for each x and invariant under rotations, and hence is bounded on L".
We are now in a position to obtain a more precise expression for A-1 in local
coordinates

x for í/1/2 = {xe S""1 | -J <xn=i 1}.

Proposition

(3.24)

8. 7« local coordinates x for Ull2,

(A - y)(x) = xl - \A-Ey) + (Rf)(x),

where for each integral ft A is bounded: L^(UXI2)-*■Aft2(t/1/2) and Aft is defined

by (3.20).
Proof. In view of the expression (3.19) for Kx(t(x, y)) and the remark made
after (3.20), it is sufficient to prove that the last two terms in (3.12) give bounded
operators: L%(UV2)-> Aft2(i/1/2). We shall show that they give bounded operators:
Ag(5n_1) ->Ll +2(Sn'v). As in the proof of Proposition 7 we may restrict consideration to the case k = 0.
Integrating A(t) in (3.12) against YseHs shows that A(t) gives rise to the
multiplier on spherical harmonics (l/(s + « —3)—l/(s+l)), which has the desired
boundedness by Proposition 7. The operator arising from B(t) is treated by writing
CO

(3.25)

f\

(1 -2r! + r2)<2-'»'2= V 2sTrJ^2 **'*&)>

where Ps(t) is as in the proof of Proposition

7. (If A= (« —2)/2, then

ft(0 = ftA(0/ft*0),
where (l-2rt + r2yA = 2ô rsPs\t). See [5, p. 903] and [3].) Multiplying (3.25) by
r""4 and integrating from 0 to 1 with respect to r gives an L1(Sn~1) function of y
for each fixed x. It has the expansion

•^ 2s+k —2 s+n —3

dsPs(t).

Thus integration against B(t) yields the multiplier on spherical harmonics

n_z± (_1_

\(

!

\

n-2 \2s+«-2/\s+«-3/'
which is bounded: A^S""1) ->L^ +2(Sn~1) by Propositions 7 and 5.
As a corollary of Proposition 8 we have
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9. Let D be a differential operator of order s on S"'1

with Cm

coefficients.Then
PDo A~s = A + S,
where A e C^,(Sn~1) and S is a smoothing operator.

Proof. We may assume the coefficients of D have support in an open set of
S""1 having arbitrarily small diameter. Since A-1 commutes with rotations, we
may assume this set is U£ as in Proposition 8. We write

(/s/)oA-s)/(x)=

2

aa(x)[D%xV2A^)f](x)

+ Rf(x),

|o|S«

where the notation is as before and a = (ax,..., a„_i) is a multi-index. Using the
Leibnitz rule on the terms in brackets we may express isD ° A~s as the sum of a
Euclidean singular integral operator and a remainder that smooths.

IV. In this chapter we prove the classification and decomposition theorems for
singular operators on Lp(Sn~1). The main tool is a linear map q->Tq from the
space of SO («)-harmonic polynomials to the CS(5n_1) operators. It is constructed
in such a way that
(4.1)

o(Tq) = q\cs,

LaTqL^

= T„a,

where qa(x, ij)=q(a~1x, a_1£). The fact that for each harmonic polynomial q the
operator Tq is actually in CS(5n_1) follows from Proposition 9. Let us assume
that this map q^Tq has already been defined. Using Theorem 3 we see that for
each dominant weight of the form «2= (m1, «î2, 0,..., 0) we obtain a family
®m= {Tq | q e Qm}.The equations (4.1) show that in factor -> Tq gives an equivalence
between the action of SO («) on Qm and that given on Om by T^- L/TLä1. This
representation of SO («) on 0m is not irreducible, but we may use the decomposition
(2.6) of Qm into irreducible subspaces to write

Om=

2

® V™>

where V/]s= {Tq \ qeP™/} is invariant and irreducible under the action of SO («)
(with the suitable modification for « = 3, using (2.15)).
Definition. By a system of operators on Lp(Sn'1) (or some other Banach space)
we shall mean a (complex) vector space V of such operators /. The systems V™s
defined above will be called the canonical systems of singular operators.
Definition. We shall say that a system V transforms according to a representation

R of SO («) on V if for each a £ SO («) and Te V

(4.2)

LJLâ1 = RaT.

If {Vi} is a (finite or infinite) collection of systems of C£(S,n"1) operators transforming according to (possibly inequivalent) representations Rt of SO («), we shall
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say that {T¡} is a collection of independent systems if ft+ • • • +Tk (with A, £ ft)
smooths implies that each ft smooths.
Theorem 5. Any singular operator T in CS,(Sn~1) can be decomposed into a sum
s(m)

t =2 2 T«.i>
m i= l

where TmA= T„\fi+ Sm¿, with A/" an element of one of the canonical systems Vrms
and 5mj a smoothing operator.

The summation is over all dominant weight vectors of the form
m = (mx, m2, 0, ...,0);

for such m, s(m) = m— |«i2| + l if «2:4, =2m+l

if « = 3.

Theorem 6. If «2:4 and m = (mu m2, 0,..., 0) is a dominant weight there are
m1—\m2\ + l independent systems of operators in C^(Sn'1) transforming according
to the irreducible representation Rm of SO («) ; if m is not of this form there are no
such systems.

If n = 3 the numberfor Amis 2m+l.
Remark. The first equation in (4.1) together with Theorem 2 shows that for
fixed m = (mx, m2, 0,..., 0) («2:4) the systems ft^Cft
are in fact mx—\m2\ + l
independent systems of C^(Sn~1) operators. Of course, a different decomposition
of Qm into irreducible subspaces could be used to define mx —\m2\ +1 independent
systems. (Suitable modifications hold for « = 3.) But the space ft, can be invariantly
characterized, modulo smoothing operators.
Before giving the proofs of Theorems 5 and 6 we construct the map q->Tq
satisfying (4.1). We begin by defining the operators A; and X. and computing their

symbols. For more details see §4 of [14].
The first-order differential operators ft,...,

of functions to An: for/£

(4.3)

Dn on Sn ~l are defined by extension

C^S»"1)

(Dj)(x)=lxl^f(^,

where 8/8xj denotes differentiation in the fth direction in An. We note that the ft
inherit the transformation properties of the 8/8xj :
n

ft Aft"1 = 2 ak¡Dk.
k=l

The symbol of D¡ as a. first-order differential operator can be computed by the

method given in [18, p. 63] as

(4.4)

o(Di)(x",n=

-iDj

ft (Xkik ~ xkîk)
k*i

= -a°,

This is consistent with the definitions to be adopted below.
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The operators R¡ and X¡ are defined on Cx(Sn~1) by

(Xjf)(x) = x;/(x),

(Rjf)(x) = (iDjA-f)(x).

One can easily compute the transformation laws

(4.6)

LaXjLä1= 2 avx<«

LaRjL;1 = 2 ««**•

k

k

We shall want to speak of the symbols of such operators as C^(Sn~1) singular
operators, differential operators and powers of A"1. It will be convenient to use
the algebra CZ(Sn~1) = {JrCZr(Sn~1) discussed in [19] and, except for certain
changes in sign, the definition of ar on CZT(Sn~1)/CZr-1(Sn~1)
given there.
Briefly stated, an operator is in CZr(Sn~1) if in each coordinate neighborhood U

the expression of A in local coordinates gives rise to an operator Av = ^/Lo A,-j
satisfying

(Ar.jfy(g)

= ar.j(x,

0/(0

for feL2(En_x)

Q.U of U. We require that a„_; be Cœ for |^0

with support

in the image

and that tffc+i = 2?=o An-} be

bounded: Z2(Qu) ->L2+k +1(Qu)- For r<0 let &~rdenote the space of operators K
that (1) are given by kernels k(x, z) which are C°° for z^O and (2) are bounded:
LP -> LP+r. By a modification of the proof of Lemma 4 in [21], we can extend the
definition of ar for r^O to operators of the form T+R, where Te CZr(Sn~1) and
Re3TrJrx(Sn-1),

i.e., to CZr(Sn~1) + ^'r + x(Sn-1).

(4.7)

With this extension

cr(A)<js(B) = ar +s(AB)

continues to hold. Also, the function cj0 on CZ0(Sn~1)+^~1(Sn~1) agrees, except
for sign, with the function a defined on C^(Sn~1) in [21]. In fact,

[CZ0(Sn-1)+^x(Sn-1)Wx(Sn-1)

= CZ(Sn-r),

and both o0 and a vanish on ^(S11'1)- Here we shall use the sign conventions
arising from the formula for operators H on Lp(En_/}

(4.8)

o(H)(x, 0 = lim f

£-*0 J£-1>

|Z|>£

k(x, z)eizi dz.

(Here k(x, z) is homogeneous of degree -«+1 in z and has mean value 0 for
each x.)
If A is in CZ^S""1), then o-r(A) satisfies the transformation law for a function
defined on /*(5n_1). More precisely, let U be a coordinate neighborhood for

S""1 and a: U-* Cl^E^x
a chart. If <f>and >/>are in CK(Sn'1), have their
support in U, and are = 1 on a neighborhood F<=U, then there is an operator H
in CZr(En_x)/CZr_x(En-i) supported in Q^ (which we may assume to have compact
closure in En_x) such that

(4.9)

(^«A)/=//(/ca-i)o«

holds for functions/supported

(4.10)

in U. Moreover, for xeV

or(A)(x, U = or(H)(a(x), (da*)-ifj,
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where ft is any element in the fibre over x, and da* is the adjoint of the differential
of a at x. This formula is given on p. 264 of [19], where slightly different notation

is employed.
Proposition

10. Forfe

C °°(S n " *) and a e SO («) set (Laf)(x) =f(a ' lx), lax = ax.

Then if
(4.11) A e CZr(5"-1)/CZr_1(5"-1),

a(LaAL^Xx, fl = o^X«"1*. a"1*)-

(Here we use (1.7) and the remarks following it.)
Proof. Let U be a coordinate neighborhood for S"-1 and let (f>and ¡p be two
Cx(Sn~1) functions with support in U that are =1 on the neighborhood

F of x.

If a: (/-> Ou is a chart, then by (4.10)
atA^A^X*,

fl = ar(A7)(a(x),(Ja*)"1!),

where A7is an operator in CZr(En _ ±) such that

(4.12)

[(<f>LaALä
V)/]í» = AÍ(/o a-1) o «.

But for x e K and/supported

(4 13)
1 '

in a~lTJ,

[(¿* VM(ftTW^1*)

J

- [(¿ft^ft" W° ft1) o /B](a-ijc)
=[A7(/o/-1oa-i)o(ao/a)](«-iX),

on applying (4.12) to/° /a. Now (4.10) can be used with a replaced by the chart
ß = a o la for a~1U to obtain

a^Xfl-1*,*-1«
(4.14)

= aAHWia^xMdfí-iJ-^a-1®
= aX/YXaftX^aí)-1^/*)--1^-^)
= a^LALä^x,

aa_1£).

Proposition 10 is very useful when dealing with a system of operators transforming according to an irreducible representation A of SO («). For then if we
know o(A) globally for one operator A we can compute o(RaA) globally for every
asSO(«).
Conversely, if for some open set U of S71'1 and each A we know
o(A)(x, i) for x e U, then (4.11) can be used to compute o(A) globally for each A.
In particular we may use the results of §111together with the fact that the system
{cA -1 \ ceC} transforms according to the trivial representation of SO («) to
compute ct(A_1).
Proposition

11. The operator A"1 is in [CZ.1(Sn-1)+^2(Sn-1)]/^2(Sn~1).

—1 order symbol is

(4.15)

^-1(A"1)(x,a=

where (x, 0 e CS(Sn~1) is as in (1.5).

lift1,

Its
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Proof. It is enough to consider 4>A~1tp,where </>
and </>
are arbitrary C°° functions
that are =1 in Ue= {x e S71'1 | l-e<xn^l}
and are supported in a slightly
larger open set. By the remarks before (4.7) and Proposition 8,

<T_x(A-l)(AT,
fe) = (fl+fl+ ■• ■+ñ-i)-112 = Ifel"1.
(See [21, p. 662] for g(Ae1)(0-) Now (4.15) follows from (4.11) together with the

fact that if afe-id,...,

«, then |a0,|2 = £?+ • ■■+£=£!+

■• •+Ä_l. (Clearly,

(4.11) continues to hold in the present situation.)
Since the symbol map (principal part) is an algebra homomorphism, it follows
as a corollary of Proposition 11 that if D is a differential operator of order s on
5n_1 with C" coefficients, then

(4.16)

a0(D o A-)(x, 0 = *s(D)(x, 0|f | -.

In particular, for the operators R¡ of (4.5)

(4.17)

«o(W*, 0 - »oOA- A"1) - f,|f | -1.

Since the symbol of multiplication by a smooth function a(x) is a(x), we have

(4.18)

a0(X,)(x, 0 = Xj.

Proposition 12. Let q(x, 0 be any polynomial such that for real numbers t, u
q(tx, u£) = trusq(x, 0. Then

(4.19)

Tq= q(X,iD)A->

is a CS(Sn~1) operator with

(4.20)

a(Tq)= qlCSiS»-1).

Moreover, for a e SO («),

(4.21)

LJ.LZ1 = 7-,a.

Proof. The transformation
law (4.21) for a polynomial a = 2i«i=r¡ifli =s faíxa^
follows from the transformation laws (4.6), which when rewritten become (4.21)

for the polynomials x, and 0 Also, (4.20) follows from (4.17) and (4.18), and the
fact that ct0 is a homomorphism.

Definition. If q is an SO («)-harmonic polynomial, then Tq is the C£(S"-1)
operator defined by (4.19).
From now on we shall only speak of Tq for SO («)-harmonic polynomials q.
In view of Proposition 12 we have achieved the construction q -> /«, required for
the definitions at the beginning of this section.
Before passing to the proof of Theorem 5 we establish some preliminary
estimates.
Lemma 9. Let h e C°°(SO («)/SO («-2))

have the expansion h = ^mhm, with

hmeJfm (see (2.1)). Then as \m\ =mx + \m2\ ->oo
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(1) ||ft|2 = G(|«i|-'c)/or any integer k>0;
(2) dm=degree Rm= 0(\m\2n).

Proof. For (1) we use the fact that ¿Pmis the sum of eigenspaces of the (elliptic
invariant Laplacian (or Casimir operator) A = 2, ..¿Ay °n SO («). Since this
operator is invariant under the right as well as the left action of SO («), the eigenvalue is the same for each summand in 3tfm.This eigenvalue X(m) is of the form

(4.22)

\(m) = -2««wi«2; + 2èfcm'"

where (al}) is a positive definite symmetric matrix (see [10, pp. 246-247]). From
(4.22) and the projection formula

(4.23)

W0Gr) = ftf

JSO(n)

h(a)xm(a~1g)da

for TTm,
the projection onto 3tiPm,
we see that for any integer k > 0
nm(A«h) = [\(m)]k7Tmh = [X(m)fhm.

(We used the facts that A is selfadjoint and that xfaft = x(bd)-)
Hence for any integer k > 0

2 [Km)]2k\\hm\\22
< oo,
m

and the first part of the lemma follows.
The second assertion follows from an estimate using the degree formula for Am
given in [l,p. 250]. (A trivial estimate gives dm= 0(|«2|"3), which is actually sufficient
for our purposes.)
Lemma 9. Let us choose a finite set of differential operators on CS(Sn~1) whose
linear span is the space of all differential operators on CS(Sn~1) of order ^2k.
If D is any element of this set and ft £ J*(?m,
then
(4.24)

|A>«m| = Cn,k\m\2n+2k.

Proof. Any differential operator D can be expressed in a small open set as the
sum with smooth coefficients of iterates of differentiations given by the standard
basis elements of the Lie algebra of SO («). Since CS(Sn~1) is compact, it is
enough to prove an estimate like (4.24) for D an iterate of order ¿2/: of Lie
algebra differentiations. Such operators A»commute with the Laplacian on SO («),
and thus preserve the spaces J^m. Write

(Dhm)(g) = dm f

J SO (n)

(Dhm)(a)xm(a-1g)da.

Then for each g £ SO («),
\Dhm(g)\

^ fti|A>«m||2||Ym||2.

But HxmlU
= 1 as a function of a for each g, and the other factor can be majorized
by C||(A-l)fcnm||2, since A-l provides an isomorphism between Aft 2(SO («)) and
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LP(SO(n)) for r 2:0 (see [21, pp. 684-685]). In view of (4.22) and the argument
following it, together with Lemma 8, we have (4.24).
Proof of Theorem 5. Using (2.6) and Theorem 2, let us write J^mas the (algebraic)
direct sum of irreducible spaces:
s(m)

•^m =

¿

Hm.i,

Ul

and choose an orthonormal

basis {e™},j=l,...,

dm, for each Hmi. Then if

/6Q5""1),
s(m)

(4.25)

o(D = 222

dm

c%<%-

m i= i ; = 1

Let {</>k}
be any C° partition of unity for S"-1. Let 77Jfdenote the C^S"-1)
operator constructed as in [21, p. 678] with the use of {(/>k}
to have symbol e™(x).

Then

(4.26)

\I$f¡, â ABm\\f\\p,

where A is a constant depending on n,p and {<j>k},
and 5m is a bound for ef¡(x)
and its derivatives of order 5j2« —2 with respect to cosphere variables. See [21,

p. 678]. By (4.25), (4.26) and Lemma 9 the series 2m Ii., Tff converges in Lpoperator norm.
Now let /m,i = 2?2i cfjTij. Because of the way we have defined Hmi there is a
pair (r, s) of indices such that o-(TmA)=qm¡i\CS, with qm,feP^a.

Setting

T'mÁ= TQmi

for each m, i we have

o(T)= tfl2 2 ^m.ll» <KTm,i)
= «KZm.iX
with /m>i lying in the canonical system V£,. The conclusion of Theorem 6 now
follows from the fact that if S is a C"(Sn~1) operator and o(S) = 0, then S smooths.
Let T be a bounded operator on a Banach space 5 of measurable functions on
S""1 whose norm | • | satisfies

0) ll/.IH11/11;
(2) a -> |/01 is a continuous function of a £ SO («) for each/£ B.
Then for each a £ SO (n), LaTL~1 is bounded on £ with norm equal to that of T.
Moreover, if </>is continuous on SO («), the integral Jso (n)(LaTLâ 1)/(x)«^(fl) ^a
defines a bounded operator on 5. These remarks apply in particular to B=Ll(Sn~x)
for 1 <p<oo and k^O, and to any operator in CZ(Sn~1).
Proof of Theorem 6. Let V be any system of singular operators transforming
according to the irreducible representation Rmo of SO («). Fixing any element
Te V, we may write

(4.27)

/=22(r-.'

+ 5-.i)'
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as in Theorem 5. Since this series converges in A2-operator norm, to compute

(4.28)

dmof

JsO(n)

(LaTL^)f(x)Xmo(a) da

we may substitute (4.27) and integrate term by term. The resulting integrals
involving Am,¡will be zero if m^m0, while the integral involving Sm¡i yields a
smoothing operator whose norm does not exceed that of TmA+ Sm¡i. The first
assertion can be justified by considering the integral

f

JsO(n)

g(x) f

JsO(n)

(LaTL^f)(x)xm(a)da dx

for ge Ccc(SO («)), and using Fubini's theorem and the Shur orthogonality
relations. (See [1].) The second assertion follows from the Ap-operator convergence
°f 2 T'm0,i+ Sm.i, and the remarks made just before this proof.
Thus the right-hand side of (4.28) becomes 2i TmoA+ S, where Amoiilies in one of
the canonical systems Kft ar|d S smooths. By a similar argument the left-hand side
of (4.28) is seen to be A. Thus T=Tqmo + S, with qmo e Qmo. But for «2:4 each Qm

yields mx —|«z2| + l (2«z+l for « = 3) independent systems, and no more. This
concludes the proof of Theorem 6.
We remark that with the decomposition (2.6) of Qm each canonical system ft™,
is described by the numbers r and s of multiplications and compensated differentia-

tions.
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